Rapid Fluorescence Assessment of the Viability of Stressed Lactococcus lactis
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The aim of this study was to establish the use of the fluorescent probes carboxyfluorescein (cF) and propidium iodide (PI) for rapid assessment of viability, using Lactococcus lactis subsp. lactis ML3 exposed to different stress treatments. The cF labeling indicated the reproductive capacity of mixtures of nontreated cells and cells killed at 70°C very well. However, after treatment up to 60°C the fraction of cF-labeled cells remained high, whereas the survival decreased for cells treated at above 50°C and was completely lost for those treated at 60°C. In an extended series of experiments, cell suspensions were exposed to heating, freezing, low pH, or bile salts, after which the colony counts, acidification capacity, glycolytic activity, PI exclusion, cF labeling, and cF efflux were measured and compared. The acidification capacity corresponded with the number of CFU. The glycolytic activity, which is an indicator of vitality, was more sensitive to the stress conditions than the reproduction, acidification, and fluorescence parameters. The cF labeling depended on membrane integrity, as was confirmed by PI exclusion. The fraction of cF-labeled cells was not a general indicator of reproduction or acidification, nor was PI exclusion or cF labeling capacity (the internal cF concentration). When the cells were labeled by cF, a subsequent lactose-energized efflux assay was needed for decisive viability assessment. This novel assay proved to be a good and rapid indicator of the reproduction and acidification capacities of stressed L. lactis and has potential for physiological research and dairy applications related to lactic acid bacteria.

Lactic acid bacteria (LAB) are the most important group of bacteria encountered in the food industry. They are used as starter cultures for fermentation of milk, vegetables, and meat. In addition, LAB are used as probiotics and as silage inoculants. The reproduction of LAB and the activities of (starter) cultures containing LAB are important for the success of these fermentations. The production, storage, and use of LAB impose environmental stresses on the bacterial cells, such as freezing and drying of starter cultures, low pH during fermentations, and low temperatures and high salt concentrations during cheese ripening (38). Bacteria that are used as probiotics have to survive the low pH of the stomach and the high bile salt concentrations in the intestine to be effective in the gastrointestinal tract (22). Development of rapid and reliable methods for measuring viability is of the utmost importance for studies on bacterial physiology. Other important criteria for the use of new techniques in the dairy industry are the degree of accordance with established methods and the applicability for starter cultures subjected to different stresses.

The defined aspects of microbial viability are reproduction, vitality, and membrane integrity (27). Reproductive (living) cells are able to proliferate, whereas nonreproductive (dead) cells are not. This status is conventionally assayed by colony counting. Vital cells are metabolically active. Criteria that are used for vitality assessment include nucleic acid synthesis, rate of fermentation, heat production, ATP content, dye extrusion, dye reduction, and maintenance of membrane potential and pH gradients (21, 24). Intact cells have a cytoplasmic membrane with selective permeability. This membrane integrity can be determined by dye exclusion (14, 36). The membrane integritv, the degree of vitality, and the ability to reproduce depend on environmental conditions and the physiological status of the cell at the moment of investigation. Microorganisms can adopt different states, such as a dormant or a latent state, from which they may be resuscitated, i.e., induced to return to a physiologically active state (16).

Techniques that are used in the dairy industry to evaluate culture viability are colony counts and acidification tests (12, 13). The colony count method is the standard method for assessment of viability, but its disadvantages are the long incubation times needed to form countable colonies and underestimation of the viable cell count caused by cell clumping and chain formation. Acidification assays, for example like that described by Pearce (29), are often applied in the dairy industry in addition to plate counts. These assays are empirical ways of testing the acidification capacity of cultures and are supposed to be generally applicable, but they require long incubation times. The acidification test that is commonly used in the Dutch dairy industry takes an entire day, including 6 h of incubation.

A number of fluorescence techniques have been introduced over the past decades for assessment of viability and vitality of microorganisms (7, 21, 24, 32, 44). However, their use in applied food microbiology is still limited. Few fluorescence methods have been made applicable for practical food research and food industry situations. The described applications mainly concern detection and complete enumeration of microorganisms in food samples, such as milk, fixed cheese slides, and cryosectioned sausages (5, 6, 15, 18, 30, 39, 43, 47).

We investigated if the fluorescent probes carboxyfluorescein (cF) and propidium iodide (PI) are good indicators for viability of Lactococcus lactis subsp. lactis ML3. L. lactis is an important organism in dairy fermentations and a model organism for genetic and physiological studies (9, 17, 28, 34, 45). PI is a nucleotide-binding probe, supposed to enter only cells with...
damaged membranes. Therefore, it is used frequently to label dead cells (10, 11, 14, 27). Fluorescein and fluorescein derivatives have been used as viability probes for a wide range of microorganisms (1, 4, 10, 32).

To facilitate passive diffusion into the cell, nonfluorescent fluorescein (derivative) esters, such as 5(6)-CF diacetate (cFDA), are used for fluorescence labeling. The ester bonds are hydrolyzed by enzymes with esterase activity, yielding the green fluorescent dye molecules. Because enzyme activity is needed for hydrolysis, and membrane integrity is needed for the free diffusion of the molecules, it is supposed that viable cells accumulate fluorescein (derivatives) but dead cells are not able to do so (37). However, it was shown that the fluorescein derivatives cF and 2′,7′-bis(2-carboxyethyl)-5(6)-CF (BCECF) are actively extruded by _L. lactis_ cells upon energizing with lactose (2, 17). We hypothesized that this probe efflux could be put to use as an additional measure of cell viability. cF labeling and, subsequently, the efflux could be measured to assess multiple aspects of cell viability: enzyme activity, membrane integrity, and metabolic activity upon energizing. These combined methods could give more information about the physiological condition than cF labeling alone does.

The approach of our study was to measure fluorescence-related parameters and glycolytic activity by fast assays, and also by the traditional but time-consuming plate count and acidification and ATP measurement methods, and to compare these with each other. In dairy industry practice LAB are exposed to different types of environmental stress. Therefore, the applicability of the fluorescence-based methods was tested after exposure to a range of different stress conditions, comprising heating to 60 or 70°C, freezing at −20°C in the dark, exposure to a range of different stress conditions, comprising heating to 60 or 70°C, freezing at −20°C in the dark, exposure to bile salts, and exposure to heat, pH, and osmotic changes. The results indicated shortcomings of cF labeling and PI exclusion for viability assessment. Combining cF labeling with subsequent cF efflux resulted in a novel assay, which proved to be a good and rapid indicator for the reproductive and acidifying capacities of _L. lactis_.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

_bacterial strain and culture conditions._ _L. lactis_ subsp. _lactis_ ML3 (NCDO 763) was grown at 30°C in M17 broth (Unipath Oxoid, Basingstoke, United Kingdom) supplemented with 0.5% (wt/vol) lactose (42). Overnight cultures were diluted 10-fold in fresh medium, incubated for approximately 2 h, harvested in mid-exponential phase, and then resuspended in 50 mM potassium phosphate (pH 7.0) to an OD of 0.2 at 620 nm (OD260) of approximately 0.7 by centrifugation at 4500 × _g_ for 10 min at 10°C. Cell suspensions were then centrifuged with an Eppendorf centrifuge (Biolo UEuro, Heresteen, Ostroden, Germany) at 10,000 rpm for 2 min at 10°C. Harvested cells were washed twice with 50 mM potassium phosphate (PK) buffer (pH 7.0) and concentrated in 50 mM PK buffer (pH 7.0) to an OD260 of 20.

_Treatments._ The concentrated cell suspensions were exposed to different types of stress: heat, freezing, low pH, and bile salts. Nontreated cell suspensions served as a positive control. All treatments were done with 400-μl portions of concentrated cell suspension (OD260 = 20). Exposure to heat was done at 70°C for 10 min or at 60°C for 90 s. Exposure to freezing was done at −20°C for 24 h with or without glycerol. Exposure to low pH was done by incubation in 10 mM PK, adjusted to pH 2.0 or 5.0 with hydrochloric acid, at 30°C for 60 min. Exposure to bile salts was done by incubation either with CBS, 0.2 or 1.0% (wt/wt) in 50 mM PK, pH 6.0, or with DBS, 0.2, 0.6, or 1.0% (wt/wt) in 50 mM PK (pH 7.0) at 30°C for 60 min. The CBS (Unipath Oxoid) contained mainly sodium glycodeoxycholate and sodium taurocholate. The DBS (Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany) contained 50% sodium cholate and 50% sodium deoxycholate. For comparison, cell suspensions incubated in PK buffer (pH 7.0) at 30°C for 60 min were used. After the acidification capacity of the cells was measured, the samples were spun down, resuspended in PK buffer (pH 7.0), and put on ice until use.

Plate counts. The reproductive capacity was determined by plate counting. Cell suspensions were serially diluted with 50 mM PK buffer (pH 7.0), and 100-μl portions of the appropriate dilution were spread out in triplicate on M17 plates containing 0.5% (wt/vol) lactose and 1.5% agar. After incubation for 3 days at 30°C the colonies from plates containing 40 to 300 colonies were counted.

_Acidification capacity._ The acidification capacity was determined by the standard assay that is used in the dairy industry in The Netherlands. This assay resembles the Pearce test (29). The milk medium, a 10% (wt/wt) suspension of Nilac milk powder (NIZO, Ede, The Netherlands) in sterile water, was equilibrated at 30°C and inoculated to a final microbial protein concentration of 3.6 μg/ml. This is equal to 10⁷ CFU/ml for a nontreated cell suspension. Then, 50 μl of the inoculated milk medium was incubated at exactly 30°C for 6 h in the dark. After incubation, the pH was measured and the acidification capacity was determined by titrating 15 ml of milk with 100 mM NaOH to pH 7.0 (determinations were made in triplicate).

_Glycolytic activity._ The glycolytic activity was assessed by measuring the initial rate of acidification. The applied method was adapted from (29). Cells were spun down and resuspended in 9.4 ml of 0.5 mM potassium MES (morpholineethanesulfonic acid)–50 mM KCl buffer at pH 6.5 to a final protein concentration of 0.15 mg/ml. After equilibration at 30°C, 200 μl of lactose was added to a final concentration of 6 mM. Acidification of the medium was monitored with a thin (diameter, 5 mm) Schott pH meter and a pH meter connected to a recorder. Changes in pH values were converted into nanomoles of H⁺ by calibration of the cell suspension with 10-μl portions of 100 mM NaOH. The glycolytic activity was expressed in nanomoles of H⁺ per minute per milligram of protein.

**Fluorescence labeling with cF.** Stock solutions of cF were prepared by dissolving CF (Molecular Probes, Eugene, Ore.) in acetone (4.6 mg/ml) and immediately diluting 10- or 100-fold with 50 mM KP buffer (pH 7.0). These solutions of 1.0 mM concentration and 100 μM concentration were divided into 0.5-ml aliquots to avoid repeated thawing and freezing and stored at −20°C in the dark. Cell suspensions (OD260 = 20) were diluted 1:10 with 100 μM cF and incubated at 30°C for exactly 10 min. Immediately after this labeling step the cells were spun down, washed once, and resuspended in 50 mM KP buffer (pH 7.0) to an OD260 of 4.0 for microscopic analyses or to an OD260 of 2.0 for fluorimetric analyses. Cells were microscopically analyzed with an Axioskop epifluorescence microscope equipped with a 50-W mercury arc lamp, a fluorescein isothiocyanate filter set (excitation wavelength, 450 to 490 nm; emission wavelength, >520 nm), an ×100 1.3 numerical-aperture Plan-Neofluar objective lens, and a camera (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). Photomicrographs were made with simultaneous light and epifluorescence microscopy, a low light intensity, a magnification of ×100, and an exposure time of 15 s, on Kodak 400 ASA color films. In these photomicrographs both the cF-labeled cells and the nonlabeled cells can be counted. In each experiment four photomicrographs were made, each detecting 100 to 400 cells.

To measure the cF labeling capacity, i.e., the average internal cF concentration ([cF]i), labeled cells were lysed by incubation at 70°C for 15 min and the debris was removed with a Biofuge (15,000 rpm, 2 min at 10°C) (Heraeus Instruments GmbH, Hanau, Germany). The fluorescence of the supernatant of the supernatant was measured fluorimetrically (excitation at 495 ± 5 nm and emission at 515 ± 5 nm), with a Perkin-Elmer LS 50B luminescence spectrometer equipped with a plate reader by using computer-controlled data acquisition. The intracellular cF concentration was calculated by using a calibration curve for cF (concentration range, 0 to 1.5 μM) in 50 mM KP buffer (pH 7.0).

**Fluorescence labeling with PI.** To test whether a treatment caused membrane damage, cells were incubated with the impermeant nucleotide binding probe PI. Stock solutions of 1.0 mg of PI was dissolved in 50 ml of distilled water, stored in the refrigerator, and kept in the dark. PI was added to a concentration of 44 μM to a cell suspension with an OD260 of 2 and incubated at 30°C for 10 min. Photomicrographs were made with the same settings as used for the cF-labeled cell suspensions, and the red-labeled and nonlabeled cells were counted. cFDI hydrolysis activity of cell extract. Cell extracts were prepared by disrupting 600-μl portions of cell suspension (OD260 = 40) by sonication (10 times for 15 s with 45-s intervals; amplitude intensity of 15 μM). The cell debris was removed by centrifugation. The cFDA hydrolysis activity of cell extract was determined by incubation of 100 μl of 1.0 mM cF cFDA and 250 μl of the cell extract in 50 mM KPl buffer (pH 7.0) in a total volume of 1.0 ml at 30°C. The increase of cF concentration over time was monitored measuring A50 at every 5 min for 20 min. The measurements were corrected for the chemical hydrolysis of cFADA.

_cF efflux activity._ Cells were labeled by cF as described above. The labeled cell suspensions (OD260 ≥ 2.0) were incubated at 30°C with or without lactose (final concentration, 20 mM). Samples (200 μl) were withdrawn at specific time points and immediately centrifuged to remove the cells. From the fluorimetrically determined fluorescence of the supernatants and the total labeling capacity, the intracellular concentrations of cF at the sampling time points were calculated. ATP concentration. ATP concentration measurements were made under the same conditions as cF efflux measurements, and samples were withdrawn at the same time points. For measurement of total ATP concentration, a 20-μl sample was withdrawn with 80 μl of distilled sodium and diluted with 5 ml of deionized water. For measurement of external ATP concentration, 20 μl of supernatant from a 80-μl, immediately centrifuged sample was used in the same way. Internal ATP concentration was calculated by subtracting the external ATP concentration from the total ATP concentration. The ATP concentrations were measured in an M 2500 biocounter (Lumac, Landgraaf, The Netherlands), with the Lumac luciferin/luciferase assay.
Estimation of cell protein content. Protein concentrations were assayed by the method of Lowry et al. (20). Cellular volumes were calculated from the protein concentrations, assuming a ratio of 2.8 μl per mg of cell protein (31).

Experimental design and statistical analyses. The experimental discrimination of viable and nonviable bacteria in mixtures of nontreated and heat (70°C)-treated cell suspensions by plate counts and that by CF labeling were performed with two batches of cells. The correlation between the methods was tested at a significance level of 0.05. In the series of experiments testing various physiological indicators after 13 different treatments, nearly all experiments were performed with at least three batches of cells. The effect of each stress treatment was tested for significance with the Student’s t test at the levels of 0.01 and 0.10. Furthermore, comparison of each pair of indicators was made for each treatment by calculating the probability values associated with the Student’s t test (P values). These P values, and the plot of the indicators against each other, were taken into consideration to evaluate the general correspondence between the two indicators.

RESULTS

Accumulation and retention of CF. L. lactis can easily be labeled with CF and retains the probe well when not energized, but it extrudes CF rapidly upon lactose addition. Nearly all L. lactis cells of a nontreated cell suspension were labeled within a few minutes of incubation with CFDA (Fig. 1A). When labeled cells were stored on ice for up to 2 h, a gradual decrease of intracellular CF at the rate of 8% per hour was observed. When the cells were kept at 30°C the rate of leakage was 18% per hour. The dissipation of the proton motive force (PMF) caused by addition of the ionophores valinomycin and nigericin to nonenergized cells resulted in an additional and immediate loss of 10%, after which the rate of leakage was the same as that for the other cells kept at 30°C (Fig. 2A). These rates of CF leakage were negligible compared to the immediate and rapid extrusion upon energizing by lactose (Figs. 1B and 1C). The time needed to extrude 50% of accumulated CF (t1/2) was less than 2 min (Fig. 2B). Also, when the PMF was dissipated there was an immediate and rapid extrusion upon energizing (Fig. 2B). Since cells treated with valinomycin and nigericin also produce ATP upon addition of lactose, this indicates that the extrusion is most likely mediated by an ATP-driven transport system.

Correspondence between CF labeling and reproduction after temperature treatments. Living bacteria could easily be distinguished from dead bacteria in mixtures of nontreated and heat

FIG. 1. Labeling of L. lactis by CF and subsequent active extrusion. A nontreated cell suspension was labeled with CF, by incubation with 50 μM CFDA at 30°C and pH 7.0 for 10 min, and washed once (A). This labeled cell suspension was incubated with 20 mM lactose at 30°C for 2 min (B) and for 15 min (C). Cell suspensions were photographed with simultaneous light and epifluorescence microscopy (excitation wavelength, 450 to 490 nm; emission wavelength, >520 nm) to visualize both stained and nonstained cells. Bar represents 10 μm for all micrographs.

FIG. 2. Retention of CF by L. lactis. Cells were loaded with CF and resuspended in 50 mM KP buffer (pH 7.0) (A). Retention of CF in the absence of an energy source when cells were kept on ice (●), at 30°C (■), and at 30°C with the addition of 2 μM valinomycin and nigericin (▲). (B) Retention of CF in cells with the addition of 20 mM lactose (■) and with the addition of 20 mM lactose after dissipation of the PMF by adding 2 μM valinomycin and nigericin (▲). The internal ATP levels in cells with the addition of lactose (□) and with the addition of lactose after dissipation of the PMF (▲) were also measured.
(70°C)-treated cell suspensions by staining with cFDA and analyzing with fluorescence microscopy. This was confirmed by counterstaining the cell suspensions with the membrane-impermeant DNA stain PI. When a nontreated cell suspension was incubated with cFDA and PI, nearly all (97%) of the cells showed bright green fluorescence and very few (3%) showed red fluorescence (Fig. 3A). The small fraction that was not labeled by cF but was labeled by PI is presumably the fraction dead cells present in the cell culture at harvest. Treatment of a cell suspension at 70°C for 10 min resulted in a total loss of reproduction, as determined with standard plate counts (no colonies were detected after plating of $10^9$ cells). When such a heat-treated cell suspension was incubated with cFDA and PI, not a single green fluorescent cell could be detected but all cells were brightly labeled red (Fig. 3C). This PI labeling indicated that the cells were killed because of major membrane damage. In mixtures of nontreated and heat (70°C)-treated cell suspensions, live and dead cells could be distinguished by double labeling with cF and PI (Fig. 3B). This double labeling gave the same fractions of green- and red-labeled cells as the cF labeling and PI labeling performed separately. This reflects that these probes act in a complementary manner.

cF labeling was compared with standard plate counts in order to validate the labeling as an alternative quantitative assay for viability assessment. The number of reproductive cells determined by plate counts was linearly related to the proportion of nontreated cells (Fig. 4A). The fraction cF-labeled cells and the labeling capacity (the average intracellular cF concentration of the mixed cell suspensions) were also linearly related to the proportion of nontreated cells (Fig. 4B and C). The fluorescence microscopy method has an especially high precision as indicated by the value of $R^2$. The coefficients of correlation between the microscopic counts and the plate counts and between the labeling capacity and the plate counts were both 0.96 ($P < 0.005$). Thus, cF labeling provides a valid alternative for determining the viability of these mixed cell suspensions, whether it is examined by fluorescence microscopy or by spectrofluorimetry.

However, after the suspensions were exposed to temperatures of 50 to 65°C the cF labeling results were discordant with the plate count results (Fig. 5). No colonies were detected after 90-s exposure to 65°C or higher, less than 0.1% of the cells survived heating to 60°C, 46% survived heating to 55°C, and 69% survived heating to 50°C. Nevertheless, after exposure to 60°C or lower, more than 95% of the cells were labeled by cF. The cF labeling capacity (cF$_{in}$) decreased with increasing tem-
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temperature, but the results for this parameter as well were not in accord with those for reproduction. However, when cell suspensions exposed to 60°C were tested for cF efflux, no active transport was detected (Fig. 6). Thus, in this case, the lack of efflux is a good indicator for the lack of reproduction while cF labeling is not. This supports our hypothesis of the additional value of cF efflux for assessment of viability.

Comparison of various physiological indicators after stress. L. lactis cell suspensions were exposed to 13 different treatments, including heat, freezing, low pH, and addition of bile salts. Nontreated cell suspensions served as the control. The effects of the stress exposures on the reproduction (plate counts), acidification capacity, glycolytic activity, and various fluorescence-related parameters including the cF efflux are presented in Table 1.

The stress conditions were designated as severe, intermediate, or mild based on their effects on the survival (plate counts). Exposure to 70°C for 10 min resulted in a total loss of reproduction, and exposure to 60°C for 90 s or to 1.0% DBS concentration resulted in a loss of more than 90% of the population. Therefore, these three conditions were classified as severe stress conditions. Exposure to freezing with or without glycerol, to pH 2.0, to 1% CBS, or to 0.06% DBS caused loss of reproduction of part of the population, but more than 5% survived. These were classified as intermediate stress conditions. The other treatments did not decrease the plate counts significantly and were therefore classified as mild treatments.

The fraction of cF-labeled cells showed some important deviations from the (in most cases) reasonable to good correspondence (Fig. 7A). After treatment at 60°C, 90% of the cells were able to accumulate cF, but there was hardly any reproduction. Also, after exposure to 1% CBS, the labeling was significantly (P < 0.05) higher than plate counts. The cF labeling of cells exposed to low pH (pH 2) had variable results, while the plate counts were reasonably consistent. These results indicate that cF labeling is not a general indicator for reproduction. After exposure to the mild stress conditions most cells were labeled by cF, but the labeling capacity (Fig. 7B), i.e., the cF\textsubscript{\text{labeling capacity}}, was lower than that of nontreated cell suspensions. Under all conditions tested there was at least some cFDA hydrolysis activity (Fig. 7C), but it did not correspond with the cF labeling capacity. Neither the hydrolysis activity nor the cF labeling capacity corresponded with the plate counts. The fractions of PI-excluding cells corresponded with the fractions of cF-labeled cells, indicating that the cF labeling depended on the integrity of the membrane. Under most stress conditions the PI exclusion corresponded with the plate counts (Fig. 7D). However, the PI exclusion by cell suspensions treated at 60°C shows that cells can lose their reproductive capacity but still have an intact membrane.

The two stress conditions that caused complete loss of cF labeling (70°C and 1.0% DBS) also caused complete loss of reproductive capacity. For these conditions no further investigation was needed; absence of cF labeling indicates absence of reproduction. Cell suspensions of which (part of) the cells were labeled were investigated further by efflux assays. After exposure to pH 7.0, pH 5.0, and bile salts, cell suspensions showed efflux behavior similar to that of nontreated cell suspensions, although the cF\textsubscript{\text{\text{labeling capacity}}} was lower. After exposure to pH 2.0 and to freezing the efflux was not complete, and after exposure to 60°C there was hardly any efflux (Fig. 6). In all cases the extrusion or leakage of cF without energizing was negligible for the duration of the experiment, so no corrections were necessary. Labeling and efflux were combined into one parameter by multiplying the fraction of cells labeled after incubation with cFDA by the fraction of cells showing efflux up to 15 min after lactose addition. The consequent
flavine diadenosine phosphate (FDP), an intermediate of glycolysis, and NADH, an electron carrier in the respiratory chain of L. lactis. The fluorescence intensity of cF was measured using a fluorescence spectrophotometer (Jasco FP-6500, Jasco, Tokyo, Japan). The fluorescence of cF was excited at 488 nm, and the emission was recorded at 518 nm.

Comparison of the combined cF labeling and efflux parameter corresponded reasonably well with the plate counts. The acidification capacity corresponded well with the plate counts. In general, the results for the combined cF labeling and efflux parameter were not performed because the fraction of cF-labeled cells and the fraction of cF efflux were measured with different cell batches. All experiments were repeated at least twice. In some efflux experiments the labeling was too low (<25 μM) to enable measurements. No efflux could be measured after exposure to 70°C or to 1% DBS, only one experiment could be performed after exposure to 0.06% DBS (therefore, no standard deviation is given), and only two experiments could be performed after exposure to pH 2.

**Table 1. Effects of stress on various physiological parameters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Plate counts, CFU - mg protein⁻¹ (%)</th>
<th>Acidification capacity, mmol H⁺ - 6 h⁻¹ - mg protein⁻¹ (%)</th>
<th>Glycolytic activity, mmol H⁺ - min⁻¹ - mg protein⁻¹ (%)</th>
<th>Fraction, cF-labeled cells (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No treatment</td>
<td>5.35 × 10⁶ ± 9.71 × 10⁶ (100)</td>
<td>20.72 ± 1.55 (100)</td>
<td>1.02 ± 0.08 (100)</td>
<td>0.97 ± 0.02 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70°C, 10 min</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00 (0)</td>
<td>0.53 ± 0.46 (3)**</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00 (0)**</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00 (0)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60°C, 90 s</td>
<td>1.24 × 10⁶ ± 2.20 × 10⁶ (0)</td>
<td>0.61 ± 0.16 (3)**</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00 (0)**</td>
<td>0.90 ± 0.06 (92)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−20°C, 24 hr, 0% glycerol</td>
<td>8.11 × 10⁶ ± 6.83 × 10⁶ (15)</td>
<td>5.40 ± 0.79 (26)**</td>
<td>0.01 ± 0.01 (1)**</td>
<td>0.31 ± 0.09 (32)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−20°C, 24 hr, 30% glycerol</td>
<td>4.19 × 10⁶ ± 6.99 × 10⁶ (78)</td>
<td>11.79 ± 2.34 (57)**</td>
<td>0.28 ± 0.17 (27)**</td>
<td>0.86 ± 0.08 (89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30°C, 60 min, pH 7.0</td>
<td>4.98 × 10⁶ ± 1.23 × 10⁶ (93)</td>
<td>18.21 ± 2.60 (88)</td>
<td>0.69 ± 0.21 (67)</td>
<td>0.97 ± 0.01 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30°C, 60 min, pH 5.0</td>
<td>4.89 × 10⁶ ± 1.11 × 10⁶ (91)</td>
<td>16.91 ± 3.12 (82)</td>
<td>0.54 ± 0.07 (53)**</td>
<td>0.95 ± 0.03 (98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30°C, 60 min, pH 2.0</td>
<td>4.40 × 10⁶ ± 7.26 × 10⁵ (8)**</td>
<td>5.24 ± 2.29 (25)**</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00 (0)**</td>
<td>0.47 ± 0.44 (48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30°C, 60 min, CBS 0.2%</td>
<td>4.40 × 10⁶ ± 1.58 × 10⁵ (82)</td>
<td>17.00 ± 3.54 (82)</td>
<td>0.56 ± 0.01 (55)**</td>
<td>0.95 ± 0.03 (97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30°C, 60 min, CBS 1.0%</td>
<td>2.21 × 10⁷ ± 9.97 × 10⁵ (41)**</td>
<td>16.26 ± 2.65 (78)*</td>
<td>0.47 ± 0.05 (46)**</td>
<td>0.86 ± 0.10 (89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30°C, 60 min, DBS 0.02%</td>
<td>4.12 × 10⁶ ± 1.12 × 10⁶ (77)</td>
<td>18.00 ± 2.62 (87)</td>
<td>0.45 ± 0.08 (44)**</td>
<td>0.85 ± 0.06 (88)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30°C, 60 min, DBS 0.06%</td>
<td>2.61 × 10⁶ ± 1.32 × 10⁶ (49)*</td>
<td>17.35 ± 1.99 (84)*</td>
<td>0.36 ± 0.06 (35)**</td>
<td>0.40 ± 0.31 (41)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30°C, 60 min, DBS 1.0%</td>
<td>2.20 × 10⁷ ± 1.93 × 10⁵ (0)**</td>
<td>5.83 ± 0.09 (3)**</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00 (3)**</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00 (0)**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Results given are the average values ± the standard deviations, and the percentages relative to that for cells no treatment given (set at 100) are shown in parentheses. In addition, the asterisks mark the stress conditions that have significant effects as determined by comparison with the value for cells given no treatment. Student’s t test; **, P < 0.01; *, P < 0.1) for all parameters except for the product of cF labeling and efflux. For this combined parameter, Student’s t test could not be performed because the fraction of cF-labeled cells and the fraction of cF efflux were measured with different cell batches. All experiments were repeated at least two times. In some efflux experiments the labeling was too low (<25 μM) to enable measurements. No efflux could be measured after exposure to 70°C or to 1% DBS, only one experiment could be performed after exposure to 0.06% DBS (therefore, no standard deviation is given), and only two experiments could be performed after exposure to pH 2.

**DISCUSSION**

In this study we investigated the use of the fluorochromes cF and PI for viability assessment of L. lactis subsp. lactis ML3. The aim was to develop a rapid assay that provides a generally valid indicator for reproduction. Therefore, cell suspensions were exposed to different stress conditions. Furthermore, fluorescence-related parameters were compared not only with plate counts but also with acidification capacity and with glycolytic activity.

In mixtures of heat (70°C)-treated cells and nontreated cells, live and dead cells could be distinguished clearly by cF or PI labeling. For cF, this was reflected by the high coefficient of correlation between the number of CFU and the labeling, determined either by fluorescence microscopy or by spectrofluorimetry. Given the precision of the experimental results, fluorescence microscopy combined with photography is the preferred method. For a rapid judgment of viability, the fractions of living and dead cells can be estimated directly with fluorescence microscopy (without photography). When many samples are to be assayed, spectrofluorimetry is preferred. Because these experiments take an hour or less, they are appealing and time-saving alternatives to the classic plate count method.

However, cF labeling is not a general indicator for viability. For cells exposed to temperatures from 50 to 60°C or to high concentrations of CBS, the fractions for cF labeling were higher than the reproductive capacity. In addition, the results for PI exclusion by cells treated at 60°C were discordant with higher than the reproductive capacity. In addition, the results for PI exclusion by cells treated at 60°C were discordant with higher than the reproductive capacity. In addition, the results for PI exclusion by cells treated at 60°C were discordant with higher than the reproductive capacity. In addition, the results for PI exclusion by cells treated at 60°C were discordant with higher than the reproductive capacity. In addition, the results for PI exclusion by cells treated at 60°C were discordant with higher than the reproductive capacity. In addition, the results for PI exclusion by cells treated at 60°C were discordant with higher than the reproductive capacity. In addition, the results for PI exclusion by cells treated at 60°C were discordant with higher than the reproductive capacity. In addition, the results for PI exclusion by cells treated at 60°C were discordant.
indicate that after exposure to stress, cultures may contain dormant and injured subpopulations. Dormant cells may regain growth by resuscitation, while damaged cells may recover from injury and regain growth (16, 19). Study of growth, recovery, dormancy, and adaptation is important for understanding bacterial physiology. Consistent terminology and logical concepts are indeed needed to avoid confusion. Furthermore, we agree with Kell et al. (16) that the validity of a cytological assay can be confirmed only by correlation with culture assays for a specific mechanism of cell death. Therefore, it was our approach to evaluate the validity of the fluorescence assays as indicators for particular practical aspects of viability by comparing the fluorescence-related parameters with plate counts, acidification capacity, and glycolytic activity after different types of stress treatment.

The glycolytic activity assay does not appear to be a good indicator for the acidification capacity. The assay was adapted from the acidification power (AP) test, developed by Gatto et al. (8), which measures the pH decrease during 10 min of spontaneous acidification followed by 10 min of substrate-induced acidification. They suggested that there is a linear correlation between the AP test and the Pearce test (29) for Lactobacillus delbrueckii subsp. bulgaricus. The results reported by Riis et al. (35) do not indicate a linear correlation. Nevertheless, they evaluated the AP test as promising for use in the dairy industry because it detects minor differences in starter cultures, it is rapid, and it can be automated and standardized. Both the AP test and our glycolytic activity assay measure the ability to utilize exogenous carbohydrates within a short time. From the comparison with the industrial acidification test it appears that glycolytic activity is not a valid quantitative indicator for fermentation capacity. During a fermentation, such as that mimicked by the industrial acidification test, recovery and damage repair processes might result in a higher fermentation capacity than one would predict based on the vitality assessed directly after exposure to stress.

It has been suggested that the rate of FDA hydrolysis can be used to determine bacterial numbers (40) and to monitor microbial activity (41). However, our results show that the effects of the stresses on cFDA hydrolysis do not accord with the effects on plate counts, acidification, or glycolytic activity. The cFDA hydrolysis activity was decreased by all treatments, but it never became limiting for labeling; even dead cell populations still showed hydrolysis activity. Therefore, we conclude that cFDA or FDA hydrolysis is not a valid viability indicator for dairy applications.

Labeled L. lactis cells actively extrude the accumulated cF upon energizing, as they do after dissipation of the PMF by valinomycin and nigericin. Under these conditions the internal ATP levels remained high. This suggests that the cF efflux takes place via a primary transport system, which is most probably ATP dependent. The same was found for BCECF efflux (26). However, the rate of cF efflux is much higher than the rate of BCECF efflux. For cF efflux at pH 7 we found a t$_{1/2}$ of less than 2 min, while for BCECF efflux t$_{1/2}$ values of 6 min (pH 6) and 11 min (pH 8) were reported (25). Of the known extrusion systems only multidrug resistance transport systems have demonstrated broad substrate ranges, and since BCECF does not resemble any naturally occurring compound, it was suggested that BCECF is extruded by such an extrusion system (26). cF might be transported by the same or a similar extrusion system. The rapid efflux indicates a high affinity of the extrusion system for cF.

Our experiments showed that cells that had no cF labeling capacity also had no reproductive capacity or acidification capacity, but that the opposite was not generally true. When cF-labeled cell suspensions were subsequently tested for efflux, nonreproductive but labeled cell suspensions proved to be noneffluxing. Cell suspensions with a high labeled fraction and a high rate of efflux also had high relative reproductive capacity and acidification. The heat (60°C)-treated cell suspensions had a high fraction of labeling but hardly any efflux. They also had hardly any reproduction or acidification. The loss of the ability to fully efflux the cF might reflect the inactivation of the transport system or the loss of glycolytic energy generation when cells are killed. The labeling and the efflux ability of a culture were combined into one parameter by multiplying the fraction of cells labeled after incubation with cFDA by the fraction of cF efflux after 15 min of incubation with lactose, with cF$_{in}$ after labeling set at 1.0. This combined cF labeling and efflux parameter gave the best indication of reproduction and acidification capacities. It proved applicable for L. lactis after exposure to the tested stress conditions (heat, freezing, low pH, addition of CBS, and addition of DBS) and appears to be a
FIG. 7. Comparisons of fluorescence parameters, plate counts, acidification capacity, and glycolytic activity of *L. lactis* after exposure to different types of stress. Comparisons are shown for the fraction cF-labeled cells with plate counts (A), the cF labeling capacity with plate counts (B), the cFDA hydrolysis activity with plate counts (C), the fraction PI-excluding cells with plate counts (D), the product of cF labeling and efflux with plate counts (E), the plate counts with acidification capacity (F), the product of cF labeling and efflux with acidification capacity (G), and the glycolytic activity with acidification capacity (H). For each panel the data are extracted from Table 1. The symbols indicate no treatment (○), exposure to 70°C for 10 min (□), exposure to 60°C for 90 s (●), exposure to -20°C for 24 h (+), exposure to -20°C and 30% glycerol for 24 h (×), exposure to pH 7.0 (△), exposure to pH 5.0 (▲), exposure to pH 2.0 (■), exposure to 0.2% CBS (□), exposure to 0.02% DBS (○), exposure to 0.06% DBS (●), and exposure to 1.0% DBS (■). The error bars indicate the standard deviations. The bold lines indicate the optimal situation, that is, linear regression through the origin and the point for the non-treated-cell suspensions.
general indicator of *L. lactis* reproduction and fermentation capacities.

This novel assay has potential for physiological research on LAB and for applications in the dairy industry. One application might be the assessment of the acidification capacity of cheese starters by fast fluorescence microscopic examination of cF labeling and efflux prior to the start of the fermentation. In addition, combined cF labeling and efflux assays could be used in the selection of strains of LAB to test, for example, the effect of freezing and storage on cheese starters or the effect of low pH and high bile salt concentrations on probiotics. Furthermore, combination of a cF labeling and efflux assay with strain-specific fluorescent markers could be used to study the viability and population dynamics of (stressed) mixed cultures of LAB. Finally, combining the fluorescence assays with flow cytometry may enable fast measurement of the physiological status of LAB present in cultures and of subpopulations and individual cells of LAB in dairy industry research and applications.
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